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Abstract
An extension of the -calculus called BS is introduced as a formal basis for functional
languages expressing bulk synchronous parallel algorithms. A conuence result is shown. The
application of the calculus is illustrated by examples of program proofs and the associated notion
of parallel reduction. The reduction process is interpreted in the BSP cost model. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. High-level languages and parallel programming
For parallel programming to become as widespread as sequential programming, the
languages supporting it should incorporate all the standard abstraction mechanisms
including higher-order functions and recursion. Yet for such languages to be practical
scalable programming tools, abstraction should not come at the expense of predictable
performance. Unfortunately, many parallel languages do not describe data placement so
that performance is not predictable as a function of the source program. This problem
occurs when data placement depends on language implementation, instead of semantics.
On the contrary, the bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) computing paradigm [19, 24]
demonstrates that programs explicitly written for a static number p of processors can
have predictable execution costs on a wide variety of architectures. But the combination
of BSP algorithms with high-level language features is not well understood so that the
evolution of BSP languages is hindered. We are investigating this combination from a
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functional programming perspective and introduce here an extension of the -calculus
with BSP operations.
The at part of the calculus is inspired by the paradigm of algorithmic skeletons [9];
it is obtained by adding operators with special rules. But it diers from the standard
notion of -rules [2] in two ways:
1. Terms are divided into two sorts. One sort describes global objects and the other
describes usual \sequential" objects, prevented from containing global terms. This
absence of sort-nesting is veried statically in the syntax and realizes the concept
of explicit processes by making explicit the data-parallel structure of terms. Explicit
processes allow the construction of cost measures for BSP execution.
2. The calculus is dened by rules more general than -rules. They involve four op-
erators and thus provide general control structures.
As a result, the calculus presented here can be used to design portable parallel languages
in which algorithmic skeletons are not predened and can be written as librairies.
In the next section we present the (at) BS calculus, which is proved to be con-
uent. A parallel composition operation is then introduced as an attempt to let the
calculus express parallel divide-and-conquer algorithms. But this operation is shown to
break conuence and is excluded thereafter. The last section applies the at calculus
to the correctness proof of some simple programs and explains the BSP interpretation
of program reductions. The examples are presented as evidence that BS is a suit-
able basis for programming BSP algorithms as pure functional programs. The reader
is assumed to be familiar with the basic notions of the BSP model.
2. The calculus
In this section we introduce an extension of the -calculus called the bulk-synchro-
nous -calculus (BS) adapting the notion of xappings [23] or data elds [8, 15, 25]
to BSP in so-called direct mode: the parallel data structures are at and map di-
rectly to physical processors. This dierence, although apparently minor is crucial:
BS programs require no attening [3, Chapter 10] and have complete control of the
computation=communication ratio. The calculus introduces operations for data-parallel
programming but with explicit processes in the spirit of BSP.
We now describe the BS syntax and its equational theory with denotational and=or
operational motivations. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the elements of BSP
[21].
2.1. Syntax
We consider a set _V of local variables and a set V of global variables. Let _x; _y; : : :
denote local variables and x; y; : : : denote global variables from now on. x will denote
a variable which can be either local or global.
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Fig. 1. The term e.
The syntax of BS begins with local terms e: -terms representing programs or
values stored in a processor’s local memory. The set _ of local terms is given by the
following grammar:
e ::= _x j ee j  _x:e j c
where _x denotes an arbitrary local variable. We will abbreviate to (e1 ! e2; e3) the
conditional term e1 e2 e3.
The principal BS terms E are called global and represent data elds, i.e. maps from
a xed set of processor names to values. The exact processor names are left unspecied
but assumed to be closed normal forms so that data elds can be expressed intensionally
by a special constant called  (for parallel object). The term e will represent a data
eld whose values are given by function e applied to the processor names (Fig. 1).
The set  of global terms is given by the following grammar: 1
E ::= x j EE j Ee j  x:E j  _x:E
j e j E #E j E ?E j (E e! E; E)
and has the following denotational meaning. Let p be the nite number of processor
namesN= fni j 06i<pg, each being a closed -term. Global terms denote maps from
N to local values, functions between them ( x: E) or functions from local values to
such maps ( _x: E). In particular, the denotation of e has for value at ni the value
(normal form) of e ni. The forms E1 #E2 and E1 ?E2 are called parallel application
(apply-par) and get respectively. Apply-par represents pointwise application of a eld
of functions to a eld of values (Fig. 2), i.e. the pure computation phase of a BSP
superstep. Get represents the communication phase of a BSP superstep: a collective
data exchange with a barrier synchronization. In E1 ?E2, the resulting data eld contains
values from E1 taken at processor names dened in E2 (Fig. 3). The exact meanings
of apply-par and get are dened by the BS equations. The last form of global terms
dene synchronous conditional expressions. The meaning of (E1
e! E2; E3) (not to be
confused with (e1 ! e2; e3)) is that of E2 (resp. E3) if the data eld denoted by E1
has value T (resp. F) at the processor name denoted by e (Fig. 4).
In the following we will identify terms modulo renaming of bound variables and
we will use Barendregt’s variable convention [2]: if terms t1; : : : ; tn occur in a certain
1 Terms of the form ( x:E)e (resp. ( _x:E)E0) are not -contracted and constitute implicit errors because
they present a local argument to a global! global function (resp. a global argument to a local! global
function). In practice, a two-level type system should eliminate them, but we will not discuss this here.
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Fig. 2. The rule (#).
Fig. 3. The rule (?).
mathematical context then in these terms all bound variables are chosen to be dierent
from free variables.
2.2. Equational semantics
We now dene the equality theory of BS terms.
The equality of local terms is simply -equivalence, obtained from the local -
contraction rule
() ( _x:e)e0 := e[ _x e0]:
together with the following context rules:
m := n
m z := n z
m := n
z m := z n
m := n
 _x:m :=  _x:n
The equality of global terms is dened by syntax-directed rules and context rules which
determine the applicability of the former. Each rule denes an equality on global terms.
First, there are axioms for global beta-equivalence.
(B) ( x: E)E0 =(B) E[ x E0]
(B0) ( _x: E)e0 =(B0) E[ _x e0]
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Fig. 4. The rule (
e! T ).
There are also axioms for the interaction of the eld constructor  with the other BSP
operations.
(?)
8n2N:9 n0 2N:e2 n _= n0
(e1) ? (e2)=(?) ( _x: e1(e2 _x))
with _x 62FV(e1)[FV(e2)
(#) (e1)#(e2)=(#) ( _x: (e1 _x)(e2 _x)) with _x 62FV(e1)[FV(e2)
Equations dene the meaning of the BSP operations on elds. In particular, get is
functional composition inside the data eld construction. The value of  e1 ?  e2 at
processor name ni is e1 (e2 ni), i.e. the value of  e1 at processor name e2 ni. Notice
that, in practical terms, this represents an operation whereby every processor receives
one and only one value from one and only one other processor. This restriction can
be lifted [17] and we will not mention it further in this paper.
Next, the global conditional is dened by two rules whose numerators refer to local
computations:
( e! T ) ee
0 := T e0 2N
((e) e
0! E1; E2)=( e!T ) E1
( e! F) e e
0 := F e0 2N
(( e) e
0! E1; E2)=( e!F) E2
The above two generate the following bulk-synchronous computation: rst a pure com-
putation phase where all processors evaluate local term e0 yielding value v; then pro-
cessor v evaluates e v into value v0; if v0=T (resp. F) then processor v broadcasts the
order for global evaluation of E1 (resp. E2); otherwise the computation fails.
Those two rules are necessary to express algorithms of the form:
Repeat
Parallel Iteration
Until Max of local errors < epsilon
Without those rules, the global control can not take into account data computed locally,
i.e. global control can not depend on data.
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Fig. 5. Context rules.
2.3. Context rules
The BS rules are applicable in all context. Fig. 5 gives the context rules.
2.4. Conuence
We orient from left to right the equalities of the denominator and the numerator of
the context rules and only the denominator of the other rules of the previous sections
to obtain a reduction relation. In this respect, rules (?), ( e! T ) and ( e! F) require
a special treatment. They are precisely those rules whose implementation triggers a
global communication-synchronization.
If we oriented also the numerator of rule ( e! T ) (resp. ( e! F)), we would obtain
the rule
ee0 _!T (resp: F) e0 2N
((e) e
0! E1; E2) ! E1(resp: E2)
Using it, the term (( _f: _f T )  _x: _x! x; y) would be in normal form because
( _f: _f T )( _x: _x) _! ( _x: _x)T
With one more step of reduction (which is allowed if the numerator of the rule remains
e e0 := T ), we would have
( _x: _x)T _!T
and the rule for global conditional could be applied, yielding
( _f: _f T  _x: _x! x; y) ! x
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We dene the global reduction ! without orienting the numerators of those three
rules. It thus uses the equational theory := (the -calculus) to prove equalities of the
form
1. e2 n
:= n0, where n0 is by denition a normal form,
2. e e0 := T , where T is by denition a normal form,
3. e e0 := F , where F is by denition a normal form.
A reduction of e2 n or e e0 to its normal form is sucient to test such equalities. When
considering the parallel implementation and BSP cost of a global reduction with ! ,
we will therefore count each oriented application of rule (?); ( e!T ) or ( e!F) as a
global operation containing complete local reductions.
It is important to notice that such a denition of the global reduction is possible
only because of the two-level syntax. This separation makes the local level’s conuence
independent from that of the global level. The reduction relation obtained by this choice
of orientation is conuent.
Theorem 1. 8M;M1; M2 2  such that M!M1 and M!M2 there exists M3 2 
such that M1!M3 and M2!M3:
M
. &
M1 M2
& .
M3
Proof. See Appendix A.
This property makes BS a suitable basis for functional BSP languages where the
data-processor mapping and communications are explicit (the so-called direct mode of
BSP programming). It also ensures the correctness (modulo normalization) of program-
equivalence proofs built from BS equations.
3. BS and parallel composition
The following section describes a new operator used in an attempt to express divide-
and-conquer [12] BSP algorithms.
3.1. Syntax and equational semantics
This operator is called the parallel composition and is a global term:
E ::= : : : j E ke E
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The boolean operation ) (needed in rule (k?) below) is assumed to be encoded as a
-term [2].
The meaning of E1 ke E2 at ni is the meaning of E1 at ni if eni=T and is the
meaning of E2 at ni if eni=F . In other words, E1 ke E2 is a partition of the network
into independent parts. We will see that the two parts are also required to synchronize
together so that their joint eect remains a BSP computation.
(k) (e1) ke (e2) =(k) ( _x:(e _x ! e1 _x; e2 _x)); with _x =2FV(e1) [ FV(e2)
The remaining rules dene the interaction of parallel composition with apply-par, get
and the global conditional. They determine a symmetric mode of execution whose
recursion trees are balanced with respect to (the global) communication phases. 2
Parallel composition commutes with apply-par because it involves no communication
or synchronization:
(k#) (E1 #E2) ke (E01 #E02) =(k#) (E1 ke E01) # (E2 ke E02)
The rule for parallel composition of two get operations is a conditional commutation
law. If applied from left to right it reduces a parallel composition to a get operation:
(k?)
8i2N
() (ei)(e(e2i))) := T
and
() (e(e02i))(ei)) := T
(E1 ? ( e2)) ke (E01 ? ( e02)) =(k?) (E1 ke E01) ? (( e2) ke ( e02))
The syntactic form of (k?) forces both branches of the parallel composition to be
get operations. In this manner the two sides of a parallel composition must generate
an equal number of get operations so as to constitute a unied sequence of global
communication phases. The p pre-conditions of (k?) are to be realized in parallel over
all processors evaluating the term. They are sucient to ensure that messages are kept
within the sub-network where they originate; in other words if E generates a get request
for data at a location i where ei := F then the program E ke E0 will abort while trying
to execute this rule. The following is an informal explanation of how this condition is
encoded in the numerator of rule (k?).
Suppose () (ei)(e(e2i))) := T holds for every i2N. Then for one particular i the
denition of ) implies
ei := A and (e(e2i)))
:= B (1)
where A; B2fT; Fg and B := T if A := T . We know that A, value of ei, is the value of
the selector for (: : :) ke (: : :) at processor i. Similarly B, value of (e(e2i)), is the value
of the selector at the processor whose name is the value of e2i which is the value of
right-hand side of the left get operation (e2) at processor i. It follows that B is the
value of the selector at the processor whose name is indicated by (e2) at i. Condition
2 The reader interested in the notion of recursive BSP computations will nd motivating remarks in [13].
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(1) therefore means: if processor i is concerned with the left part E1 ? (e2) of the
parallel composition (it makes the selector e true) then so is the processor from which
it requests a value in this get operation. The other condition in the numerator of rule
(k?) means (by contraposition) that if processor i is concerned with the right part of
the parallel composition (it makes the selector e false) then so is the processor from
which it requests a value in E01 ? ( e
0
2).
The last BS rules allow branches of a parallel composition to use conditional ex-
pressions. Given the parallel composition of a global conditional with another one, it
is rst checked that each synchronizing processor term (e2 or e02) indicates a processor
in the appropriate part of the network and then the value of the condition data eld
(e1 or e01) is evaluated at that processor location. If the result is T then the rst branch
of the conditional is taken for this part of the network.
(k!TT )
ae2
:= T e1e2
:= T e2 2N
ae02
:= F e01e
0
2
:= T e02 2N
((e1)
e2! E3; E4) ka ((e01)
e02! E03; E04) =(k!TT ) E3 ka E03
Similarly if the value is F , the second branch is taken
(k ! FT )
ae2
:= T e1e2
:= F e2 2N
ae02
:= F e01e
0
2
:= T e02 2N
((e1)
e2! E3; E4) ka ((e01)
e02! E03; E04) =(k!FT ) E4 ka E03
and there are symmetrical rules for the remaining two possibilities.
(k!TF)
ae2
:= T e1e2
:= T e2 2N
ae02
:= F e01e
0
2
:= F e02 2N
((e1)
e2! E3; E4) ka ((e01)
e02! E03; E04) =(k!TF) E3 ka E04
(k ! FF)
ae2
:= T e1e2
:= F e2 2N
ae02
:= F e01e
0
2
:= F e02 2N
((e1)
e2! E3; E4) ka ((e01)
e02! E03; E04) =(k!FF) E4 ka E04
3.2. Context rules
The context rules of BS are numerous but easily described negatively as follows.
All equations are applicable in any context except for (?), (#), ( e! T ) and ( e! F)
which are not applicable in the context of a parallel composition ke . The reasons for
these restrictions are that get interacts correctly with parallel composition by rule (k?)
and that the global conditional, when placed under a parallel composition, performs
its choices under control of the composition’s selector in rules (k ! TT ), (k ! FT ),
(k ! TF) and (k ! FF). The context of parallel composition denes the data vs.
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Fig. 6. Equality in the context of a parallel composition.
control parallelism boundary. Outside of it, the at data-parallel calculus applies. Inside
of it, special rules like (k?) apply to yield a (seemingly) control-parallel calculus.
To dene the calculus, we will rst dene the global equality =(k)(Fig. 6) for terms
within the scope of a parallel composition. Rules (?), (#), ( e!T ) and ( e!F) cannot
be applied in the context of a parallel composition.
Then we dene the general BS equality= (Fig. 7) on global terms.
3.3. Non-conuence
We have shown in [18] that the parallel composition operator is convenient to express
parallel algorithms in divide-and-conquer style by a virtual division of the network.
Unfortunately, its unrestricted use would break the calculus’ conuence.
Lemma 2. BS + parallel composition is not a conuent calculus.
Proof.
( x:( x ke e3))(e1 ? e2)
= (e1 ? e2) ke e3 by rule (B)
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Fig. 7. Global equality =.
and the last term is a normal form if its local subterms are normal forms. But we have
also
( x:( x ke e3))(e1 ? e2)
= ( x:( x ke e3))( _x:e1(e2 _x)) by rule (?)
= ( _x:e1(e2 _x)) ke e3 by rule (B)
=  _x:((e _x)! e1(e2 _x); e3 _x) by rule (k)
which can only lead to a global term whose top symbol is a .
Restricting the use of parallel composition to \symmetric" terms is either an unde-
cidable constraint on syntax or, if made decidable through restrictions, amounts to a
replacement of the parallel control structure by an algorithmic skeleton (i.e. a primi-
tive whose operational semantics is external to BS). For this reason, a conuent and
general denition of parallel composition in BS remains an open problem.
4. Flat BS and parallel programming
This section illustrates the use of BS for writing and proving functional parallel
programs. The intended execution of every program { a closed global term { is a
BSP computation for an explicit number of processors to which a realistic execution
cost can be associated. This observation suggests that BSP algorithms be written as
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Fig. 8. ML-like syntax.
pure functional programs, proved correct by a combination of equational and inductive
methods, and that their performance be estimated by a BSP extension of sequential
complexity. There are two requirements for such a methodology to be feasible:
1. Pure functional programs. It should be possible to write tractable correctness proofs
for the functional programs, either in Bird-Meertens style [20] or with inductive and
case-enumeration proofs (e.g. as in Cousineau and Mauny’s book [10] for ML).
2. BSP reduction. It should be possible to reduce a given program by using p pro-
cesses interacting through a bulk-synchronous protocol so that every communi-
cation-synchronization phase is attributed to an application of (?); ( e!T ) or
( e!F).
The rest of the section provides evidence that BS can satisfy both requirements.
4.1. Program proofs
In the following examples, we use a mixture of BS and ML-like syntax (Fig. 8)
for the sake of clarity. We give partial correctness proofs of statements quantied over
possible values of certain terms. The proofs use BS rules, induction over positive
integer parameters and \induction" (case enumeration) over boolean parameters. The
properties proved are thus quantied by the restriction of integer values to f1; 2; : : :g
and of boolean values to fT; Fg.
The only constants needed are the booleans and naturals. They can be modeled
either as -calculus terms (T, F and Church numerals, as in the theoretical presentation
of BS) or as constants combined with implicit -rules to dene external operations.
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The processor names are the integers 0; 1; : : : ; p−1. For simplicity, we use a term of
the form (if e then E1 else E2) as syntactic sugar for a global conditional (e
e0!
E1; E2) whose condition ee0 is independent of the processor location e0. We write global
variables in upper case and local ones in lower case.
It is important to note that the terms and equivalences given below do not refer to
ML types or ML semantics. Their parallel operational meaning is explained in detail
at the end of this section but should be intuitively clear from the remarks made in
Section 2.2.
Our rst denition in the at calculus is a weak form of parallel composition analo-
gous to a data-parallel conditional where statement extended with an elsewhere clause
to cover the whole network (a sucient condition for an explicit barrier synchroniza-
tion). It satises property (k) and a weak form of (k#) and is dened by
let mask c X Y =([(j: if c j then (xy:x) else (xy:y))]#X )#Y:
The property similar to (k) is
Lemma 3. mask c (f) (g)= (j: if c j then fj else g j):
Proof. Substitution of (f) and (g) in the denition for mask, followed by an ap-
plication of (#), local ()-contraction, another application of (#) (corresponding to
the variable Y in the denition) and then local ()-contraction again.
The following is a variant of (k#) but is weaker because it only applies to global
terms of the form e.
Lemma 4. mask c (f#f0) (g#g0)= (mask c (f)(g)) # (mask c(f0)(g0)):
Proof.
mask c (f#f0) (g#g0)
= (j: if c j then (f#f0) j else (g#g0)j) by Lemma 3
(#)
= (j: if c j then (fj)(f0j) else (gj)(g0j))
= (j: (if c j then (fj) else (gj))(if c j then (f0j) else (g0j))
by case enumeration on cj
(#)
= [(j: if cj then fj else gj)] #[(j: if cj then f0j else g0j)]
= (mask c(f)(g)) # (mask c(f0)(g0)) by Lemma 3; twice:
We now give a trivial but useful example of communication: the broadcast of an
element held by processor 0.
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let bcast0 X =X ? (j: 0):
It is validated by
Proposition 5.
bcast0 (f)= (j: f0):
Proof.
bcast0 (f) def= (f) ? (j:0)
(?)
= (j: f((j:0)j))
()
= (j: f0):
We now write a less trivial broadcast program bcast which uses log2 p supersteps.
It is dened by
let bcast X = bc p X
where (bc n X ) returns X if n61 and otherwise calls (bc (n=2) X ) before communi-
cating the values at processors 0; 1; : : : ; n=2−1 to processors n=2; : : : ; n−1. The program
uses condition cnj=(n=26j<n) on the processor index j and is dened as follows.
let rec bc n X = if n61 then X else
(bc n2 X )?(j: if cnj then j− n2 else j):
Function bc satises
Lemma 6. If n>1 and
bc
n
2

(f) = 

j: if j<
n
2
then f0 else fj

then
bc n (f) = (j: if j<n then f0 else fj):
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Proof. By denition of bc and because n>1; bc n (f) is equal to
= (bc n2 (f))?(j: if cnj then j− n2 else j)
Hyp:
= (j: if j<n2 then f0 else fj)?(j: if cnj then j− n2 else j)
(?)
= (j:
(
i: if i<n2 then f0 else fi

(if cnj then j− n2 else j))
()
= (j: if (if cnj then j− n2 else j)<n2 then f0
else f(if cnj then j− n2 else j))
= (j: if n26j<n then (if j<n then f0 else f(j− n2 )
else (if j<n2 then f0 else fj))
by case enumeration and denition of cn
= (j: if n26j<n then f0 else if j<
n
2 then f0 else fj)
by elimination of impossible case : f(j− n2 )
= (j: if j<n then f0 else fj)
by case fusion:
With minor changes to the above proof, the following invariant can be obtained:
bc n (f)= (j: if 06j<n then f0 else fj)
and also veried for n=1 since
bc 1 (f) def := f
= (j: if 06j<1 then f0 else fj)
by case enumeration: j=0 or j 6= 0:
It is then possible to conclude that
Proposition 7.
bcast (f)= (j: if 06j<p then f0 else fj) (2)
by applying the denition of bcast and the invariant.
It is useful to observe that Proposition 7 about program bcast is weaker than
Proposition 5 about program bcast0. However bcast uses only local communica-
tions 3 for processor names outside the range 0; : : : ; p−1. It is therefore sucient for an
operational semantics where the values of -terms are evaluated for names 0; : : : ; p−1
only. We elaborate on this question in the next subsection.
3 (j: j) in the second argument e2 of terms e1?e2.
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Our last program example is a parallel prex program for an associative binary
operation op. The input data eld contains p values and the result contains the op-
reduction of the i rst values at processor i. The program uses a standard algorithm in
logp phases. The program’s main function is
let rec sa n X = if n>p then X else
let A= (j: if cnj then op else (xy:y)) in
let M = (j: if cnj then j−n else j) in
sa (2  n)((A#(X ?M))#X )
where cnj is the condition n6j<p. The expression used in the recursive call to sa is
validated by the following property.
Lemma 8. Let X = f and n<p. Then
(A#(X ?M))#X = ( j: if cnj then op (f (j−n))(fj) else fj):
The proof of Lemma 8 is a sequence of transformations using, in order: (?), case
enumeration for if, Lemma 4, (#) three times, (), and again case enumeration for
if. If the main scan program is dened by let scan X = sa 1 X , Lemma 8
can then be used to validate scan by induction over the rst argument of sa. This
proof involves the same properties as the previous ones and we will not present it here.
More complex programs can be based on a conuent extension of BS [17] which
contains, among other operations, a get operation of arbitrary input arity where each
processor may send requests to any subset of the others.
4.2. Parallel reduction
Consider now a syntax for global terms where data elds are unfolded over the
processor names 0; : : : ; p−1. The grammar for such unfolded global terms p is the
same as for  but with the production E ::= e replaced by
E ::= he; : : : ; e ; ei
where the list of subterms e; : : : ; e has length p. The term he0; : : : ; ep−1 ; ei 2 p is
intended to denote term (f)2  where fi := ei for i=1; : : : ; p−1 and f := e. The
data eld notation is thus logically redundant (since e determines the ei) and is used
to specify the possible parallel reductions of a global term.
Any global term can be converted to a data eld term by the transformation E : !
p which applies the following data-eld constructor:
f 7! hf0; : : : ; f(p−1) ; fi
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to every  subterm. The rules of at BS can be translated to data eld terms. The
resulting set of rules contains (); (B); (B0) and the following variations on (#); (?);
( e!T ), and ( e!F):
ht0; : : : ; tp−1 ; ti#hu0; : : : ; up−1 ; ui= ht0u0; : : : ; tp−1up−1 ;  _x:(t _x)(u _x)i (3)
u0
:= n0; : : : ; up−1
:= np−1 ni 2N
ht0; : : : ; tp−1 ; ti?hu0; : : : ; up−1 ; ui= htn0 ; : : : ; tnp−1 ;  _x:t(u _x)i
(4)
n0 2N en0 := T
(he0; : : : ; ep−1 ; ei n
0! E1; E2) = E1
(5)
n0 2N en0 := F
(he0; : : : ; ep−1 ; ei n
0! E1; E2)=E2
(6)
The equality of data eld terms is dened by the above rules and all the possible
context rules that respect local=global syntax.
Any reduction within the above system (with rules oriented from left to right) cor-
responds to a BSP computation as follows. A term ht0; : : : ; tp−1 ; ti is implemented
by storing terms ti and t on processor i for i=0; : : : ; p−1. The main program s (a
general global term) is stored on processor i together with the local projection of every
subterm of the form ht0; : : : ; tp−1 ; ti. As a result:
 A global application of (B) or (B0) is applied by every processor to the main program
and to its local terms. This counts for two local operations on every processor, or
constant parallel time.
 An application of () outside the data-eld constructor, or within its last ((p+1)-st)
term is applied by every processor. While an application of () to one of the p
rst terms in a data-eld construction is local to one processor. In either case, the
operation counts for O(1) parallel time.
 An application of (3) involves one local operation on each processor and one on
the global term: O(1) parallel time.
 An application of (4) generates a barrier synchronization plus the global exchange
of a h-relation where h is the highest frequency 4 of any integer within fn0; : : : ;
np−1g. To generate the communication relation, it is therefore necessary to reduce
u0; : : : ; up−1 to their normal forms. This further motivates the exact denition of
the oriented form of (?) (Section 2.4). As a result, the BSP time required for an
application of (4) is
p−1
max
i=0
fT (ui _!ni)g+ g  h+ L
where T (: : :) denotes the length of a sequential reduction and g; L are the parallel
architecture’s BSP parameters.
4 An accurate cost model for this operation should account for the size of the terms communicated (and
also add one local operation on every processor for the transformation t; u 7!  _x:t(u _x)) but this is beyond
the scope of our informal presentation.
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{ An application of (5) or (6) involves, rst the reduction of en0 to normal form,
then the broadcast of this value (T or F) to every other processor, followed by a
local operation to realize the branching of control towards E1 or E2. The BSP time
associated to this application is therefore
T (en0 _!v) + g  (p− 1) + L+O(1)
where v2fT; Fg.
It is important to observe that the storage of a global term on every processor, in
addition to its local projection, is not contradictory with the interpretation of rule (4)
as a communication. Although it is logically possible to recompute locally the value
which is being received, this is in general much less ecient.
4.3. Parallel cost model
Following the above remarks on p \data-eld" terms (the intended implementation
of BS terms) it is possible to associate a BSP cost estimate to any BS reduction.
Each application of a BS rule has a known cost (possibly dependent on the length of
sequential reductions) and the complete reduction to a BS normal form is given the
sum of those costs.
A language based on BS must associate to any program (closed term) a reduc-
tion. This requires the independent denition of (1) a global strategy for selecting the
BS rule to apply at any point in the computation and (2) a local reduction strategy
for normalizing the local terms whose normal form is used in the numerator of rule
(?) or of a global conditional rule. Clearly, if the global strategy is incomplete the
meaning of a program will not be its BS normal form but rather an equivalent term
which is normal for the given strategy (as in the case of ML). Moreover, this obser-
vation also applies to the local strategy: an incomplete one may prevent the language
implementation from concluding, e.g. that the relevant local boolean expression in a
global conditional, ee0 is equal to T or F , which in turn prevents the application of
the corresponding global rule. An incomplete local strategy thus leads to an incomplete
overall strategy but not to incoherence with BS .
Consider for example the reduction of a term ( bcast0 t) where bcast0 is the
1-phase broadcast program from Section 4.1 and t has normal form eN (eN in normal
form). If the global strategy is lazy, the term can be rewritten to t?((j: 0)), in O(1)
parallel time, then to (eN )?((j: 0)) in time T (t! (eN )), then to (j:(eN ((j: 0)j)))
by one application of (?) whose cost is g  (p − 1) + L + O(1) (by the structure of
the h-relation). Two local reductions then yield (j: eN0) in time O(1) and the rest of
the reduction to normal form consists in p asynchronous sequential reductions to the
normal form of eN0. The complete cost of the reduction, when that of t is not taken
into account, is therefore
g  (p− 1) + L+ T (eN0)
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where T (eN0) is the reduction time of eN0 to normal form. If that cost is predictable
then so is that of the application of the broadcast algorithm, and the result follows
the BSP model for such an operation: asynchronous sequential computation, the cost
of one barrier and of a (p − 1)-relation. Similar calculations can be made for reduc-
tions involving programs bcast and scan to yield cost formulas where the logp
communications and barriers are explicit.
It is very important to notice that such costing of reductions would be impossible
without the non-standard data structure  of BS and its parallel interpretation. The
reason for this is that a standard recursively dened type like lists, does not refer
to an explicit notion of process. When applying parallel evaluation strategies to lists
there is, from the point of view of BS, excessive freedom in selecting redexes and
parallelizing reductions. As a result, the exact parallel meaning (local on processor 0,
local on processor 1, global, etc.) of a reduction is not xed by the theory and therefore
depends on the syntactic context of its application (at the beginning of a list, in the
middle of it, etc.).
5. Conclusions
There has been many attempts at combining functional programming with parallel
architectures and it is not possible to review them in any serious manner here for lack
of space. Nevertheless the integration of the BSP paradigm and its explicit processes
with functional programming has not been successfully realized, at least to our knowl-
edge. Some related languages are Skil [4] and the third author’s Caml Flight [11]. The
former is embedded in an imperative language and combined with ecient compilation
of higher-order functions, it attains very high levels of performance. The latter trans-
forms the pure-functional subset of Caml into a non-functional deterministic language
with possible interleaving of asynchronous data-parallel operations. Also Skil places
constraints on the higher-order functions that can be applied; and in Caml Flight, the
environment-preserving expression constructor sync(e) is dynamically prevented from
nesting. By comparison, BS places no constraint on functions, is functional and pre-
vents -nesting statically.
Being an equational theory, BS oers a possible basis for BSP program equivalence
proofs. As additional motivation, it oers a new presentation of the duality: microscopic
view vs. macroscopic view in data-parallel semantics [5].
It is not expected that our framework will interfere with operational aspects of ML
such as garbage collection and imperative programming. As a result, BS -based parallel
programs should behave no better and no worse than pure-functional sequential ML
programs with respect to space eciency. This is caused by the fact that BS does
not model state. It is therefore less expressive than the BSP formalization of Jifeng
et al. [14]. Our conclusion that explicit asynchronous processes and bulk-synchronous
communication can be expressed within the -calculus, implies that BSP algorithms
can be written as pure-functional programs without any reference to state.
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We have begun to experiment with parallel programming using BS operations
[1] and preliminary tests indicate that execution times of various simple algorithms
follows BSP cost formulas (to within an average of 40{50% error and often much
more accurately).
Future work on BS must address, among others, the following questions: an evalu-
ation semantics based on the distributed reduction semantics, an ML-like type system
with two-sorted types and interactions with side eects.
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Appendix A. BS is conuent
The proof of the conuence of BS is an adaptation of the classic conuence proof
of the -calculus by Tait and Martin-Lof. We rst dene a relation . which includes
the BS reduction and which is included in the transitive closure of the BS reduction.
Then we show that this relation is strongly conuent. As the transitive closure of a
strongly conuent relation is strongly conuent, the transitive closure of . is strongly
conuent. By inclusion, this relation is in fact the transitive closure of the BS reduction
and this concludes the proof.
We rst present the reduction on local terms and the associated strongly conuent
relation [2]. Then we present the BS reduction and the associated strongly conuent
relation and outline the proof of its strong conuence. Omitted proofs and cases are
presented in [16].
A.1. Reduction on local terms
The  reduction is written _! .
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Denition A.1. Let
:
. be the relation on local terms dened by
(i) m
:
. m (ii)
m
:
. n
x:m
:
. x:n
(iii)
m
:
. m0 n
:
. n0
mn
:
. m0 n0
(iv)
m
:
. m0 n
:
. n0
( _x:m)n
:
. m0[ _x := n0]
We will use the following results:
Lemma A.2. If m
:
. m0 and n
:
. n0 then m[ _x := n]
:
. m0[ _x := n0] [2, p. 60].
Lemma A.3.
:
. is strongly conuent [2, pp. 61{62].
A.2. Reduction on global terms
The BS reduction, written ! is dened by orienting the equalities of Section 2
from left to right.
Denition A.4. The relation on global terms . is given by
(I) M .M (II)
m
:
. m0
m . m0
(III)
M .M 0
x:M . x:M 0
(IV)
M .M 0 N . N 0
M N . M 0 N 0
(V)
M .M 0 n
:
. n0
M n . M 0 n0
(VI)
M .M 0 N . N 0
M #N . M 0 #N 0
(VII)
M .M 0 N . N 0
M ?N . M 0 ?N 0
(VIII)
M .M 0 m
:
. m0 M1 . M 01 M2 . M
0
2
(M m! M1; M2) . (M 0 m
0! M 01; M 02)
(IX)
M .M 0 N . N 0
( x:M)N . M 0[ x :=N 0]
(X)
M .M 0 n
:
. n0
( _x:M)n . M 0[ _x := n0]
(XI)
m
:
. m0 n
:
. n0 8i2N:9i0 2N:n i _=i0
m ?  n . ( _x:m0(n0 _x))
(XII)
m
:
. m0 n
:
. n0
m #  n . ( _x:(m0 _x)(n0 _x))
(XIII)
M1 . M 01 mn
:= T n2N
(m n! M1; M2) . M 01
(XIV)
M2 . M 02 mn
:= F n2N
(m n! M1; M2) . M 02
To prove that . is a strongly conuent relation we need the following results:
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Lemma A.5. Let M;N; L2 ; n; l2 _; x 6 y; _x 6 _y; x =2FV (L); _x =2FV (L); _x =2FV (l).
Then
1: M [ x :=N ][ y :=L]M [ y :=L] [ x :=N [ y :=L]]
2: M [ _x := n][ y :=L]M [ y :=L][ _x := n]
3: M [ x :=N ][ _y := l]M [ _y := l] [ x :=N [ _y := l]]
4: M [ _x := n][ _y := l]M [ _y := l] [ _x := n[ _y := l]]
Lemma A.6. Let M;N 2  be such that M .M 0 and N . N 0. Then
M [ x :=N ] . M 0[ x :=N 0]
Lemma A.7. Let M 2  and n 2 _ be such that M .M 0 andn :. n0. Then
M [ _x := n] . M 0[ _x := n0]
We can now prove the strong conuence of ..
Lemma A.8. 8M;M1; M2 2  such that M.M1 and M.M2 there exists M3 2  such
that M1 . M3 and M2 . M3:
M
. &
M1 M2
& .
M3
Proof. By induction on the structure of the derivation M . M1. The proof is done by
enumeration of the rule applied at the root of the derivation M .M1. Then subcases
are obtained by enumeration of the rule applied at the root of the derivation of M.M2.
In general, subcases are proven by induction hypothesis on subterms of M , M1 and
M2 and by applying the rule yielding M1 (resp. M2) from M to the term M2 (resp.
M1).
Rules (VII), (XIII), (XIII) require special care because of their numerator. The proof
for rules (IX), (IV) and (IX), (V) need Lemmas A.6 and A.7 respectively.
Here are the cases for rules (IV) and (II):
1. M .M1 is
(IV)
N . N 0 R . R0
RN . R0 N 0
There are three possible subcases:
(a) M .M1 is (I) M .M . Then M3M2.
(b) M .M2 is
(IV)
N . N 00 R . R00
RN . R00 N 00
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By induction hypothesis and by rule (IV), there exists R000 and N 000 such that
R0 N 0 . R000 N 000 and R00 N 00 . R000 N 000. So M3R000 N 000
(c) M .M2 is
(IX)
P . P00 Q . Q00
( x:P)Q . P00[ x :=Q00]
We have necessarily R  ( x:P), N Q, R0  ( x:P0) and N 0Q0. By induc-
tion hypothesis, there exists P000 and Q000 such that P0 . P000; Q0 . Q000; P00 . P000
and Q00 . Q000. By rule (IX), we have
( x:P0)Q0 . P000[ x :=Q000]
and by Lemma A.6 we have
P00[ x :=Q00] . P000[ x :=Q000]
So M3P000[ x :=Q000].
2. M .M1 is
(VII)
P . P0 Q . Q0
(P ?Q) . (P0 ?Q0)
There are three possible subcases:
(a) M .M2 is (I)
(b) M .M2 is
(VII)
P . P00 Q . Q00
(P ?Q) . (P00 ?Q00)
By induction hypothesis there exists P000 such that P0 .P000 and P00 .P000 and Q000
such that Q0 . Q000 and Q00 . Q000. By rule (VII), we have (P0 ?Q0) . (P000 ?Q000)
and (P00 ?Q00) . (P000 ?Q000) So M3 (P000 ?Q000)
(c) M .M2 is
(XI)
m1
:
. m001 m2
:
. m002 8i2N :9i0 2N:m2 i := i0
m1 ? m2 . ( _x:(m001 (m
00
2 _x)))
with P m1, P0 m01, Q m2, Q0 m02,
By strong conuence of
:
. there exists m0001 ; m
000
2 such that, m
0
1
:
. m0001 ; m
00
1
:
. m0001 ;
m02
:
. m0002 ; m
00
2
:
. m0002 . By local context rules (iii) and (ii) and by context rule (II),
( _x:(m001 (m
00
2 _x))) . ( _x:(m
000
1 (m
000
2 _x)))
For all i2N, there exists i0 2N such that m2i := i0. But we have m2 := m02. By
context rule (iii), m2 i
:= m02 i, so m
0
2 i
:= i0 and by rule (XI),
(m01 ? m
0
2) . ( _x:(m
000
1 (m
000
2 _x)))
So, M3  ( _x:(m0001 (m0002 _x))).
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A.3. BS is conuent
Lemma A.9.
!  .  ! 
Proof. (1) !  . by construction.
(2) . ! : by induction on the denition of ..
Theorem A.10. ! is conuent.
Proof. Let M be such that M!M1 and M!M2. ! is the transitive closure of
. (Lemma A.9), and . is strongly conuent (Lemma A.8) therefore ! is strongly
conuent. So there exists M3 such that M1!M3 and M2!M3.
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